The Lucentis Dose Capping Scheme – for patients with wet AMD

Customer (Pharmacy Dept)

- Signs dose capping agreement with Novartis
- Orders and administers Lucentis as part of wet AMD management.
- Completes pharmacy dispensing form for doses 1-14.
- On 15th and subsequent vials used per eye
- Replacement product delivered or credit note/cash refund issued to customer

Dose Capping Administrator

- Pharmacy dispensing form and dose capping claim forms are sent to Customer upon receipt of signed agreement
- Pharmacist completes dose capping claim form for reimbursement for each dose in excess of 14 vials. Fax/post claim form and dispensing form (dose 15 only) to Novartis
- Dose capping claim form and pharmacy dispensing form (dose 15 only) received by Novartis
- Claim validated Y/N
- Yes
- Instruction to despatch replacement stock, issue credit note or full cash refund for each vial used in excess of 14 doses
- Dose capping claim logged

- No
  - Novartis advises and discusses with customer
  - Replacement product delivered or credit note/cash refund issued to customer
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- No
  - Dose capping claim logged